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Direct iiuicr shell ionizatton accompanying heavy ion fusion reactions.
51 Vt-'^Ar 'l80 N4cV/ fusion reaction is studied by moans of К X - ray
- particle - -y--ray coincidences.К X-ray yields associated with various
evaporation residues are determined separately lor two ioni/.ation
processes: tie direct iomzation by the projectile prior to the nuclear
interaction and the postcolljsional ionization due to the internal con-
version of g--rays. Implications for possible measurements of nuclear
reaction times are discussed.

loiuzacja wprost wewnętrznych powłok atomowych, towarzysząca cieżko-
jonowym reakcjom fuzji. Metodą koincydencji К X-cząstka naładowana -
gamma badano rekację syntezy 51\Лк-0дг /l80 MeV/, Promieniowanie X
charakterystyczne dla każdego produktu reakcji rozdzielono na składo-
we pochodzące od jonizacji wprost oraz od jonizacji w wyniku konwer-
sji wewnętrznej promieniowania gamma. Dyskutuje się możlivość użycia
tej metody do wyznaczania czasów reakcji jądrowych.

Прямая ионизация внутренних атомных оболочек сопровождающая ре-
акции синтеза тяжёлых ионов. Методом совпадений КХ - наряженная
чястица - гамма исследовано реакцию синтеза 51у>Л0дг (ieo Мэз).
Эффективность излучения К X связанная с разными продуктами реа-
кции созданными в результате испарения частиц была определена
отдельно для двух процессов ионизации: для прямой ионизации со-
здаьной частицей до ядерного взаимодеЯсгаия и ,:-ля * о низший,
созданной внутренней конверсией гамма излучения [:осле столкко—
яе:-;я. ОРсуэдается возможность ис пользе на кия этого метода для
определения времени ядерн'-v реакции.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a variety of atomic phenomena which accompany any
nuclear interaction between a heavy, charged projectile and a target
atom. In particular, the perturbation of the electric field may lead
to inner shell ionization of the participants of the collision. The pro-
cess is of interest for nuclear as well as for atomic physics. In the
former case, it may provide valuable insight into the reaction mecha-
nism, ranging from determining the time scales for nuclear processes
through obtaining a quick overview of the Z distribution of nuclear
reaction products. In the case of atomic physics, on the other hand,
it is of interest to study the inner shell ionization in energetic, cen-
tral /on the atomic scale/ collisions,with or without phase and charge
differences between the ingoing and outgoing waves. An extreme case
is that of fusion of the interacting nuclei, in which case the outgoing
wave is absent. We will refer to such cases as to the "half-trajectory
collisions".

Ionization probabilities have been measured in a few experiments
with low energy proton scattering through a resonance [1,2] or through
compound nuclear states [3,4]. Several experiments have also been
done to determine the inner shell ionization probabilities associated
with oC-decay [5,6]. The latter process can to some extent /though
never rigorously/ be considered as the time reversed oC -nucleus fusion.
A summary of the relevant information can be found in recent reviews
[7,&].

One difficulty in the proton scattering experiments is the low
ionization probability per central collision, P^(0)«10-4 for Zt & 50.
Since P]<~ Zp/Zt, where Z p , Zt is the atomic number of the projec-
tile and the target nucleus, respectively, it is advantegeous to use
heavy ions as projectiles as well as to use lighter targets. This also
permits a better separation of the К X-rays of the reaction residues
from the very intense /uncorrelated/ target К X-rays. The attraction
of extending the possible new source of information on nuclear reac-
tion mechanisms to heavy ion physics is also obvious.

А К shell vacancy produced in the heavier partner of the collision
will eventually manifest itself as a vacancy of the united Z p + Z( atom
/fig.1/. The lifetimes of the latter range between about 10~^ ŝ and
10 s, i .e. they are usually longer than the particle evaporation
times from the compound nucleus. As a result, we may expect to ob-
serve the К X-rays characteristic for the final reaction residues.

One difficulty in designing experiments to determine the probabil-
ities for direct ionization /DI/ induced by the projectile on its way
to the target nucleus is that the reaction products may also be ionized
as a result of the internal conversion /lc/ °f the у -rays. Particularly
the evaporation residues of heavy ion induced fusion reactions are hot
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and spinning and the high multiplicity -j--ray cascades deexciting
these residues result with high probability in the К shell ionization
[9] /see fig.l/.

a/ A projectile with atomic number
Z„ and mass Ap may ionize the
target atom Z t, At in the К shell;

b/ The К shell vacancy of the fused
system Zt + Z„ is filled with a
lifetime ranging between
10- 1 б - 10- l 6 s;

c/ A hot, spinning compound nucle-
us, CN, emits a cascade of _
•jT-rays with high multiplicity, M -̂.
Internal conversion of these
-у-rays leads to К shell ioniza-

tion of the reaction residues after
long delay times, characteristic
for low energy •y -transitions.

^-30

The two ionizing processes differ in the time scale on which they
.occur: tie direct ionization takes place in the initial stage of the re-
action while the internal conversion corresponds mainly to low energy
^-transitions with typical lifetimes longer than about 10~Ю s # This
offers a possible signature to distinquish the origin of the ionization
by means of different Doppler shifts of the К X-rays emitted from the
atoms recoiling in solids. Another possible signature in the case of
heavy ion induced reactions is the energy shift [10] of the К X-rays
emitted from atoms having additional multiple L shell vacancies. Such
multiple ionization is a dominating feature for central atomic collisions
with heavy ions [H,12j .

In contrast, by virtue of the slowness of the т-decay the 1С
process leads to atoms singly ionized in the К shell even if there is
a cascade of highly converted -y -transitions. It should be noted that
the probabilities for the heavy ion induced multiple L shell ionization
are those for the target atoms /i .e. they roughly follow the Zp/Zf
dependence/ while the energy shifts observed are those for the reac-
tion residues /i.e. they roughly increase with Zp + Zf/.
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2. EXPERIMENTS

a)

The experiments were designed to make use of both the Doppler
and the multiple ionization energy shifts as signatures to identify the
ionization process. A metallic ~>1 v target was bombarded with
180 MeV ^ A r projectiles from the Groningen AVF cyclotron. Two
different sets of experiments were carried out. In the first one the
К X-rays were recorded with Ge spectrometers in coincidence with
high multiplicity -у-гаУ events recorded with a large Nal/Tl / "sum
spectrometer". In the second experiment the К X-ray -particle - -g--ray
coincidences were measured with Ge X-ray spectrometers, Si ДЕ-Е
particle telescopes and Ge х- г аУ spectrometers with BGO anti-Compton
shields.

2.1. К X-ray - total energy у-ray coincidences

A schematic lay-out of the e_x-
perimental arrangement used in the
first experiment is shown in Fig.2.
A self supporting, ~ 1.5 nig/cm 2
thick 51 v target is placed in the
center of a 4-0 cm diameter Nal
sum spectrometer separated into
halves consisting of three segments
each. The high resolution Ge X-ray
spectrometers are positioned between
the halves at Л5° and 135° with re-
spect to the beam. A large Ge
T-ray spectrometer is placed at

90° for monitoring purposes.
The average energy loss of the

recoil atoms in the target corre-
sponded to a change of the Doppler
shift from about 3% to about 2%,
when observed at i Д5 . Such at-
tenuated shifts could be attributed
to the 1С К X-rays. The DI K
X-rays, on the other hand, should
exhibit full Doppler energy shifts
regardless of the target material.
Observed with the forward detector,
these shifts should be enlarged by
those due to the multiple ionization
effects. The two shifts should par-
tially cancel each other in the spec-
tra observed with the backward
detector. Under the conditions of

Fig.2. Schematic drawing of
the experimental set-up
for measuring К X-ray
- т/total energy/ coin-
cidences:

a/ side view;
b/ view in the direction

of the beam.



Fig.3.

the present experiments we expect the energy shifts due to the mul-
tiple ionizatio.i effects to be roughly of the same order as the dif-
ference between the Dl and the 1С Doppler shifts.

The selection of fusion events
was accomplished by requiring a
coincidence with high fold, high to-
tal energy -jf-ray event in the sum-
- spectrometer. The quality of this
working definition of a fusion reac-
tion is illustrated in fig.3 where
the number of coincident К X-rays
per event in the trigger detector is
plotted as a function of the coin-
cidence fold /the number of Nal
segments which fired/ and the slice
of the total energy recorded in the
sum-spectrometer. The values sat-
urate as a result of a rapid decrease
of the relative contribution to the
sum-spectrometer count rate from
the non-fusion events /e.g. the
Coulomb excitation, the direct reac-
tions and the target and background
radioactivity/. Fig.3 shows also the
data from a similar reaction on 59co
measured under identical conditions
[13].

Fig.4- shows the К X-ray spec-
trum of the 51 v + 4°Ar reaction ob-
served with the forward Ge detector

in coincidence with at least five Nal segments. The main reaction
products are Rb, Sr, Y and Zr. The four corresponding K,y X-ray
peaks seen in the spectrum have a resolvable double structure. The
results of a peak fitting procedure are indicated in fig.4. The posi-
tions of the lower energy component of each of the peaks coincide
with that expected for the К X-rays with attenuated Doppler shifts.
The latter were obtained directly from the experiment thanks to the
two reaction f-rays recorded with the X-ray detectors: the 35 keV
TT-Hne of °3Sr and the 46 keV line of 82Rb. The position of the

higher energy components of the K̂  peaks exceed these expected for
К X-rays emitted from fully accelerated, singly ionized atoms. We
attribute these extra shifts to the multiple ionization effects.
The spectra observed with the backward detector show unsplit, narrow
lines, confirming the expected partial cancellation of the two shifts.

The total К X-ray mul-
tiplicity per event in
the sum-spectrometer,
M-̂ , vs. the coinci-
dence fold. L and H
denote low and high
energy gate on the
sum-energy spectrum,
respectively.
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Fig.4-. The К X-ray spectrum from the forward Ge detector in
coincidence with at least five segments of the sum-spec-
trometer. Vertical bars below the spectrum represent
results of the peak fitting procedure. Pairs of arrows
indicate positions of the 1С /left/ and DI /right/ K^
or Kn lines for Zres1

2.2.К X-ray - particle - discrate -у-ray coincidences

A 1.5 mg/cm2 thick Sly target was placed inside a "halfmoon"
shaped scattering chamber. Three ДЕ-Е Si telescopes were mounted
in the chamber at angles of 22°, 60° and 30° /out of plane/ with
respect to the beam. Two Ge X-ray detectors were placed outside
the flat, thin windowed side of the chamber at 45° and 135°, simi-
larly as in the previous experiment. In addition, one tripplc Ge
T-ray telescope with BGO shield and a single Ge spectrometer were
placed on the convex side of the chamber at 90° and 156°, respec-
tively. Fig.5 and 6 show the К X-ray spectra from the forward and
backward detectors gated with either protons or with of particles.
Similarly as in the former experiment the K^ X-ray peaks observed
with the forward detector are noticeably split, while those of the
backward detector are narrower. The instrumental resolution /fwhm/
in the region of interest was about 300 eV for the forward detector
and about Л70 eV for the backward one.
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100 200 220
E.lktV)

Fig.5. К X-ray spectra gated with protons. Top: forward X-ray
detector, bottom: backward X-ray detector. Horizontal bars
above the Kof or Kg -ymbois indicate that the DI and 1С
components are not resolved. Otherwise notation as in fig.4..
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Fig.6. The same as in fig,5 for <x -gated К X-ray spectra.

3. RESULTS

3.1. The К X-ray yields and the Pi n values

Fig.7 shows the theoretical ionization probabilities, P R , calcu-
lated as functions of Zt for full central collisions, Р|Л0), as well
as for half-trajectory collisions /see also table 1/.

The Semi-Clasical-Approximation /SCA/ was used according to
the prescription [14] with relativistic /R/, Coulomb /C/, and binding
/B/ corrections.
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(half trajectory)
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Fig.7.The ionization probabilities vs
Zt calculated for full central
collisions /dashed lines/ and
for half-trajectory collisions.
Points are the experimental

lues for 5 1V, 59-Co
'Ni targets.

Pin
and

It was assumed [15] that
the ionization occurs
mainly at about the
adiabatic distance r="fi jp= ra<j
where v_ is the velocity
of the projectile and U к
is the Ы iding energy of
the К shell electron.
The calculations were
carried out for the
/decreased/ energy of
the projectile at ra<j and
for the К i,hell binding
energy corresponding to
the combined Coulomb filed
of the two charges, Zp
and Z t, separated by the
distance r a j .

The ionization probabil-
ity for half-trajectory col-
lisions can be expressed as
P i n = R-PK(0). Classically,
the reduction factor R=0.5.
Quantum-mechanically, we
may expect significant further
reduction of R [16,17,7,8].
We followed the prescription
of ref. [14] in calculating R,
taking into account only the
monopole contribution and
using relativistic wave func-
tions .

TABLE 1. Measured and calculated ionization probabilities Pj n

"half-collisions" with 4.5 MeV/amu ^°Ar projectiles

Target.

5 1v
59co
6 2 N i

P(G)

RSCABC

0.37

0.18

0.15

Calculation

R

0.263

0.31

0.31

Pin=RP(0>

0.097

0.056

0.047

Experiment

P i n

0.13(31

0.05(2)

0.05(2)

(a) Calculated using prescription [14] with the К shell binding energy
corresponding to the Zt + Z system at r a d .
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The experimental P^ n values shown in fig.7 were obtained from the
combined DI K X-ray yields of all the products

in

Y D I (Z

where

res' i s the coincidence yield of DI K X-rays for Z r e s and
Y singles is the corresponding singles counting rate in the sum-spectro-
meter. The fluorescence yield, U>{Z r e s ) , was assumed to be the same
as for singly ionized atoms. The data points are for ^ V and also for
5 9 C o and ^ N i targets [13] bombarded with 1H) MeV UOAr ions.

3.2. The Z distribution of the product К X-rays

Fig.8 shows the distribution of К
corrected for fluorescence yields and

Г

35
0.

36 37 38 39 «3 4l
Kr Rb S< f Zt NbtCN)

Fig. Distribution of the measured
ionization yields and of cal -
culated elemental yields for
evaporation residues as fun-
ctions of Z r e s .

X-ray yields per fusion reaction,
plotted separately for 1С and DI.
The former correspond to the el-
emental distribution of the reac-
tiou products modified by the К
X-ray multiplicity weight factors,
M R . Since these factors depend
on the nuclear structure of the
residues as well as on the pop-
ulation pattern in the reaction,
they may scatter largely from one
nuclear species to another. In
particular, large even-odd stag-
gering of М-ц values has been
observed with neutron as well as
with proton number [16,19, 9 ] .
The distribution of the DI yields,
on the other hand, should cor-
respond to the elemental distribu-
tion if it is assumed that the К
X-ray emission is sufficiently
slower than the charged particle
evaporation from the compound
nucleus. This distribution is com-
pared in fig. 6 with that predicted
by the evaporation code CASCADE
[20].
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3.3. The multiple ionization effects

The results concerning the multiple inner shrill ionization effects
are collected in table 2. Measured are the energy shifts of the Kot and
K= lines and the K̂  /Кос intensity ratios . The tabulated Kof°/Kp0

intensity ratios for singly ionized atoms are included for comparison.

TABLE 2. К X-ray energy shifts and intensity ratios for mul-
tiply ionized atoms produced in "half-trajectory collisions"
between 51 у atoms and Ar ions.

Z

37
3*?
39
40

ДЕ (Koc DI»)
(eV)

163(20)
16S(2O)
199(20)
1?1(20)

Дь (Кя )
(eV)

56^(90)
550(70)

KKp^VlUrfDIR)

0.13(5)
0.10(4)
0.12(44

l(Kp°)/l(l^

0.176
0.1&0
0.1&5
0.190

Using a simple non-relativistic estimate [21] for an effect of a single
L-shell spectator vacancy we obtain the energy shifts ДЕ(К«)= 55 eV
and 4Е(К|з)= 120 eV for Z=40. A relativistic calculation with the multi-
configurational Dirac-Fock program [22] for the electron configuration
Is 2p6 3p6 3s 2 gives AE(Kot)=119eV and ДЕ(Kp) =425 eV. It should be
noted that the choise of this simplified configuration with completely
vacant 2s and 3d shells is purely for reasons of computational simplic-
ity. Nevertheless, the results can be thought of as reasonably repre-
sentative. It is thus seen that approximately three L-shell vacancies
are needed at the time of the К X-ray emission in the residue atoms to
explain the observed energy shifts. Several M shell vacancies are also
expected to be present [12] . Worth noting in this context is that the
substantial M shell ionization leads to increased L shell vacancy life-
times mainly as a result of strongly reduced L- Auger transition rates.
We may therefore expect that the probability of an L shell vacancy being
filled prior to the К X-ray transition is largely reduced so that the
shifts observed are characteristic for the initial vacancy distribution.
Without the M shell ionization this probability should amount to about
25% for the atoms with Z r e s observed in this experiment.. We note that
large M shell ionization probabilities can be expected as a result of both
the stripping of the projectile prior to the atomic collision /the equil-
librium charge of 4.5MeV/anm Ar ion in the target is about 15+/ and
the ionization of the target atom upon impact. The counterbalancing ef-
fect of electron capture by the recoiling atom in the target material is
at tht moment difficult to estimate.
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4. DISCUSSION

As seen in fig.7 the SCA calculation with proper binding, Coulomb
and relativistic corrections plus the recipe to calculate the reduction
factor R for half-trajectory collisions describe the P^n data very satis-
factorily. It shoud be noted that until recently the only experimental
data on the R factor were derived £5,6] from the oC -decay of
210,212,2l6po isotopes, for which R ranged between 0.45 and 0.33.
These data were supplemented [23] by a result from lOMeV proton
scatering on 1 3 ^ B a P . n = 9.0+1.5 Ю-5, R=0.27; see also [17] .
Recently, the results of a study of ionization accompanying heavy ion
fusion have been published by the Bordeaux group [24J . The reaction
was 5^Vo[D "Ni,4p) ^ Sn at AMeV/amu bombarding energy. The final
nucleus was selected by means of discrete f-rays in coincidences with
the К X-rays of Sn. The Doppler shift signature was used to identify
the DI process. The result for P i n was P in=.(3 Л ± 0.6) 10" 2. If we
assume that the К shell vacancy in the product atom correlates with
a vacancy in the heavier collision partner, Ni , and calculate the P^n

value according to the procedure described above, we obtain Р^п=0.031.
The agreement with the measured value, however, ahould be regarded
as rather fortuitous, since the approximation used should not be appli-
cable for this nearly symmetric system.

The measured P^n values are large enough to render themselves
useful for various nuclear physics applications. The difficulty in se-
parating the DI and 1С components of the К X-rays from reaction resid-
ues is not trivial but can be overcome. To facilitate the estimate of the
relative contributions of the two effects for various systems we present

in fig.9 the expected values of the 1С К
X-ray multiplicities, Mjc, as a function of
Z r e s . Also shown are the Pi n results for
ISO MeV ""Ar projectiles as a function of
Z t . It is seen that even though the Mj(
values scatter wildly, they decrease rap-
idly with Z r e s . Indeed, for sufficiently low
Z the DI component may dominate.

Fig.9. Direct ionization probabilities, P
for half trajectory collisions with
4.5 MeV/amu ions vs Zt and
average К X-ray multiplicities cor-
responding to internal conversion
induced ionization,
See text.

M 1С'

30 10 50 60 70 № 90
Z,
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The Z distribution, of the DI К X-ray yields differs sigificantly
from tliat predicted by the evaporation code, especially for the Z
values close to that of the compound, nucleus. This may indicate some
inadequancy of the parameters used in the code. A few options have
so far been tried and the results presented in fig.8 are those closest
to the experimental data. A systematic study, however, remains to be
done. The first results of the X-ray - particle coincidences seem to
indicate that the calculated elemental distribution underestimates rather
than overestimates the of-emission. Adjusting the parameters to cor-
rect for this effect would only increase the differences for high Z r e s

values. As mentioned earlier, the direct comparison of the Z distrib-
ution of the Dl K X-ray yields with the elemental distribution of the
residues is based on the assumption that particle evaporation is much
faster than the К X-ray emission. The assumption remains yet to be
verified,
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